. The angular distribution of the recoil protons in neutron -proton scattering at 90 Mev has been measured for angles between 50 and 65°from the direction of the neutron beam. The neutrons were produced by stripping 190
Mev deuterons in a 1/2 inch Be target in the 184" F.M. cyclotron. R. Serber (1) (1) R. Serber, Phys. Rev., Dec. 1, 1947 Thin paraffin scatters of known hydrogen and carbon cQntent were used; the number of protons arising frQm neutrQn-carbQn and neutron-air reaotions was determined by using pure carbon scatters and by making blank runs. The scatters were placed in the beam outside of the concrete shielding at a point approximately 52 feet from the cyclQtrQn target.
The scattered protons were detected by a telescope of four proportiQne.l counters used in coincidence, and set at a constant distance from the scatterel' but at a v6:o:'ying angle from the neutron beam. fA. copper absQrber was placed between the scatterer and the counters. The thickness Qf the absorber was A detailed report of this work will be made later after more data have been taken., and the sources of experimental error more thoroughly investigateu,
